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I am not idle to rind Dr Jane Ann Barton on ll~e above I.i~t of Regi~uu’ed Medical ~. 8o much has been 
made of the online re~ by the GMC but once ageln we see dysfunctional secrecy at the GMC and sheer panic. 
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deiails of I~r case on ~ mine ret~la’. Why you did not put a ~ in tl~ Dela~ SeCton? it is ® simple. 

Peol:de are dying because of the GMC FTP decisions taken in my case, but the lives of the mentally ill patients who 
have committed suicide do not matter. They are mad, are not they, and so why should GMC bother? My patients 
could be seen as a tax burden too. Did you know that more than 70% of the world population has one or less 
psychiatrists per 100,000 of population? Do you acoept that it is right for the GMC to continue depriving people of 
mental health care just beca~Jse I stood up to the bad government policy (on religious uniforms), and opposed bad 
decisions made by the GMC itself?. What do you do when people say" No" to you? 
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